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Demokra Technology Drives the Elections in Kosovo 2014
Central Election Commission of Kosovo once again chose iVote as a trustworthy partner to
deliver election management platform for the parliamentary elections. The elections were
held on 8th of June 2014 and from 2374 polling stations all across the country, results have
been processed and published. Transparency and credibility of the elections is retained with
live transmission of the election results right after the counting of the votes. Count and result
center of Kosovo is using Demokra technology for organizing and processing the election
activities. Election night results web site accompanied with mobile applications has showed
preliminary live results at the same night after polling stations were closed. Responsive
design of the site allows better user involvement and reach to tablet and mobile audience.
Interactive map with all election units of the country illustrate voter’s turnout and results by
region and time. Simulation module for allocation of mandates will help visualize the
predictions of the results to the real outcome.
“CEC of Kosovo as a trusted partner of iVote again is using iVote Demokra election
technology for the parliamentary elections. We have enabled secure, accessible, transparent
and auditable elections to the citizens, electoral bodies and political parties. It is our mission
to introduce advance technology while we are continually innovating on a behalf of our
customer to enable excellent user experience”, said Tomislav Zografski, Managing Director
of iVote.
Besides ENR website, Demokra enables full elections life cycle management of all phases
of electoral processes. Starting from voters list preparation, counting centre operations, until
official results publication and reports generation, iVote Demokra is fully customizable
software solution tailored according specific needs and demands of Central elections
commissions from many states that been served by iVote Demokra.

About iVote
iVote is company specialized in election modernization technologies, e-learning systems
and secure e-commerce systems. iVote's Demokra is an end-to-end state of the art election
management platform, providing high security and transparency. iVote Demokra technology
has been trusted by more than 116 million voters processed around the world. It has
contributed to the most timely, transparent and credible election results in the history as
democracies in many countries worldwide.
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